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The control of many-body quantum dynamics in complex systems is a key challenge in the quest to
reliably produce and manipulate large-scale quantum entangled states. Recently, quench experiments in
Rydberg atom arrays [Bluvstein et al. Science 371, 1355 (2021)] demonstrated that coherent revivals
associated with quantum many-body scars can be stabilized by periodic driving, generating stable
subharmonic responses over a wide parameter regime. We analyze a simple, related model where these
phenomena originate from spatiotemporal ordering in an effective Floquet unitary, corresponding to
discrete time-crystalline behavior in a prethermal regime. Unlike conventional discrete time crystals, the
subharmonic response exists only for Néel-like initial states, associated with quantum scars. We predict
robustness to perturbations and identify emergent timescales that could be observed in future experiments.
Our results suggest a route to controlling entanglement in interacting quantum systems by combining
periodic driving with many-body scars.
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Introduction.—Creating and manipulating entanglement
is a fundamental goal of quantum information science, with
broad implications in computation, metrology, and beyond.
At the same time, not all forms of entanglement are useful.
Strongly interacting quantum many-body systems generate
large amounts of entanglement under their intrinsic dynam-
ics, in a process known as thermalization [1,2]. However,
such dynamics irreversibly scramble quantum information.
Controlling entanglement while combating thermalization
[3–5] in isolated interacting many-body systems [6–8] is
therefore essential for applications of large-scale entangled
states [9,10].
Experimental studies involving programmable quan-

tum simulators based on Rydberg atom arrays [11] have
suggested that interacting quantum systems can exhibit a
weak breakdown of thermalization, where certain initial
conditions exhibit surprising, persistent many-body
revivals. This phenomenon comes from quantum many
body scars (QMBS) [12,13]—anomalous, nonthermal
eigenstates—named in analogy to nonergodic states in
the spectrum of otherwise chaotic single particle
Hamiltonians [14]. Intriguingly, in some models with
QMBS the system undergoes periodic entanglement
and disentanglement cycles [13,15–17], providing a
potential route to the controlled manipulation of
entanglement dynamics. In practice, however, QMBS
are fragile [12,15,18,19]; since they rely on a dynami-
cally disconnected subspace of nonthermalizing

eigenstates [5,15,20–22], additional interactions generi-
cally lead to thermalization [19].
Recent experiments [23] demonstrated that periodic

driving can dramatically increase the lifetime of scarred
oscillations. This observation is surprising, since the
driving frequencies used were resonant with the local
energy scale, permitting easy energy absorption and rapid
heating towards a featureless, infinite-temperature state.
Additionally, the experiment observed a robust subhar-
monic response at half of the driving frequency, sugges-
tive of discrete time-crystalline (DTC) order [24,25].
In this Letter, we propose a theoretical framework for

understanding these experimental observations by intro-
ducing a mechanism whereby driving stabilizes quantum
scarred oscillations, prolonging their lifetime and protect-
ing them against arbitrary perturbations. Specifically, we
focus on the PXP model [11,26,27] with kicked driving, an
idealized model for the Rydberg atom array experiment
[23]. This model exhibits robust subharmonic responses
and many-body revivals coming from an effective many-
body spin echo. The deviation from a perfect echo
introduces a small parameter, allowing us to derive an
effective prethermal description of the Floquet dynamics
which is stable up until parametrically long times [28].
Namely, we construct an effective Hamiltonian in a

rotating frame, hosting an emergent Z2 symmetry, which is
spontaneously broken in its gapped ground state manifold.
In the laboratory frame, the system oscillates between the
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two spontaneously broken ground states, resulting in a
robust subharmonic response characteristic of DTC
[28–30]. However, this subharmonic response is restricted
only to Néel-like initial states which have a strong overlap
with the ground state of the effective Hamiltonian—a
property inherited from QMBS. Our model differs crucially
from earlier works on homogenous time crystals in one
dimension [31–34] and mean-field constructions [35], in
that the trajectory being stabilized is generated by an
interacting Hamiltonian, which produces nontrivial entan-
glement. Therefore, our construction opens a prospective
route towards coherent control of entanglement dynamics.
Model and phenomenology.—We study a periodically

kicked model HðtÞ ¼ HPXP þ θN
P

k∈Z δðt − kτÞ, which
generates the following one-period Floquet unitary,

UFðθ; τÞ ¼ e−iθNe−iτHPXP ; ð1Þ

HPXP ¼
XL

i¼1

Pi−1σxi Piþ1; N ¼
XL

i¼1

ni; ð2Þ

describing evolution with the PXP Hamiltonian HPXP
[11,26,27] for time τ, followed by the number operator
N applied through rotation angle θ. For simplicity, the
model is defined on a 1D chain of L sites with periodic
boundaries, although much of the analysis carries over to
higher dimensional bipartite lattices. Each site is a two-
level system spanned by a ground (∘) and an excited (•)
state. Operators ni ¼ j•ih•ji andPi ¼ j∘ih∘ji are projectors,
while σxi ¼ j∘ih•ji þ j•ih∘ji generates Rabi oscillations.
In the Hamiltonian, σxi is dressed by projectors on neigh-
boring sites, ensuring that dynamics remain within the

blockaded subspace where adjacent sites are never simul-
taneously excited.
For θ ¼ 0 the Floquet dynamics (1) are equivalent to

undriven evolution under HPXP. The PXP model is non-
integrable and features rapid growth of bipartite entangle-
ment entropy, SentðtÞ ¼ −trρ ln ρ, where ρ is the half-chain
density matrix, from the majority of product states. In
contrast, quenching from the Néel state jZ2i ¼ j•∘•∘…i
leads to coherent oscillations between jZ2i and its inversion
partner jZ0

2i, as first seen in Ref. [11], with oscillation
period τr ≈ 1.51π that sets an intrinsic resonant timescale.
These oscillations, supported on quantum scars [12], are
captured by the sublattice imbalance in excitation number,
I ¼ ð2=LÞ

PL=2
i¼1ðn2i−1 − n2iÞ, see Fig. 1(a), and also occur

in higher dimensional bipartite lattices [23,36]. However,
dynamics under HPXP generate entanglement, and the
coherent many-body oscillations eventually decay.
The addition of strong driving with θ ≈ π suppresses

thermalization at early times, most clearly seen in the
nominal growth of entanglement entropy over multiple
cycles; see Fig. 1(a). Concomitantly, oscillations of I
synchronize to half the drive frequency, a phenomenon
known as subharmonic locking. The origin of this response
is related to the existence of a special point at θ ¼ π, where
driving implements an effective many-body echo; because
HPXP anticommutes with the operator C ¼

Q
i σ

z
i ¼ e−iπN,

thenUFðπ; τÞ2 ¼ Ce−iτHPXPCe−iτHPXP ¼ eiτHPXPe−iτHPXP ¼ 1,
implying perfect subharmonic revivals across the entire
Hilbert space. Furthermore, note that HPXP anticommutes
with C, irrespective of the lattice geometry. However, upon
deviating from θ ¼ π, these revivals rapidly damp out for
typical initial states,whoseundrivendynamics donot exhibit
many-bodyoscillations inI ; seeFig. 1 and theSupplemental
Material [37].
In contrast, long-lived oscillations from the Néel state

persist over a wide range of parameters centered at θ ¼ π
and τ ¼ τr=2. To quantify the response, we compute the
subharmonic weight f2ðωd=2Þ ∝ jSðωd=2Þj2, defined as
the normalized spectral weight of hIðtÞi at half the driving
frequencyωd ¼ 2π=τ, rescaled so f2ðωd=2Þ ¼ 1 for perfect
subharmonic response at θ ¼ π from the Néel states; see
Supplemental Material [37]. The plateaus in the subhar-
monic weight and time-averaged entanglement entropy in
Fig. 1(b) signal a robust, persistent response at ωd=2.
Many-body echo in su(2) subspace.—The robust sub-

harmonic response can be qualitatively understood using
mean-field-like trajectories on an effectiveBloch sphere.We
invoke the forward-scattering approximation (FSA), which
constructs an Lþ 1 dimensional subspace that captures
dynamics underHPXP from a Néel initial state, and approxi-
mate su(2) algebraic structure [12] of a spin-L=2 collective
degree of freedom. The Sz operator is defined by the density
imbalance, Sz ¼

PL=2
i¼1ðn2i−1 − n2iÞ, so the Néel state jZ2i

(jZ0
2i) corresponds to the North (South) pole. The Sx

operator is approximately proportional to HPXP, and

FIG. 1. (a) The density imbalance I and bipartite entanglement
entropy characterize oscillations between the two Néel ordered
states (jZ2i), for undriven (orange) and driven (black) dynamics
in an infinite size chain simulated via iTEBD [37]. Adding
driving with τ ¼ 0.993τr=2 and θ ¼ 0.9π to PXP model arrests
the growth of entanglement entropy Sent and prolongs the
lifetime. In contrast, driven dynamics from the jZ4i ¼
j•∘∘∘•∘∘∘…i state, which do not support scar oscillations,
thermalize rapidly (blue). (b) Subharmonic weight and average
entanglement entropy, computed over 400 cycles (T ¼ 400τ), for
an L ¼ 28 chain, and τ ¼ 0.993τr=2. Dynamics from the jZ2i
state form a stable plateau around θ ¼ π. However from jZ4i, the
response disappears for θ ≠ π.
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generates a rotation that exchanges the two Néel states
(blue lines in Fig. 2). Finally, Sy is calculated using su(2)
commutation relations. In contrast, the action of e−iθN pulses
ismore complex, since the operatorN does not have a closed
form representation in the su(2) subspace. However, it can
be approximated as N ∼ ðSzÞ2 in the vicinity of the Néel
states jZ2i and jZ0

2i, which accumulate identical phases
under e−iθN, see Ref. [37] and Fig. 2(b). Note that we use the
weakly deformed PXP model [15] to generate spin oper-
ators, but consider dynamics under HPXP [37].
We visualize the many-body dynamics by computing

expectation values of the collective spin operators Sx;y;z.
Figure 2(a) illustrates that at θ ¼ π the second application
of HPXP returns the system to its initial state. Away
from θ ¼ π, trajectories from jZ2i are no longer closed,
but there exists a nearby closed orbit with period 2τ,
see Fig. 2(b). States near this periodic orbit, including the
Néel state, exhibit stroboscopic precession around the
fixed point, explaining subharmonic response. In this
picture, the existence of periodic trajectories is qualita-
tively similar to mean-field descriptions of time
crystals [35,45,46]. However, a key difference is that
the emergent spin-L=2 degree of freedom is not
composed of independent spins, evinced by nontrivial
entanglement oscillations. Furthermore, dynamics outside
of collective spin-L=2 subspace are ergodic, leading to
rapid thermalization from other initial states. As such, this
picture does not explain why the spin-L=2 subspace is a
good approximation, and how driving reduces thermal-
ization, for which we must consider the many-body
Floquet unitary.
Prethermal analysis and effective Hamiltonian.—We

analyze the many-body dynamics by expanding around

the perfect echo point θ ¼ π where the Floquet unitary is
denoted X τ ¼ UFðπ; τÞ. This allows us to write

UFðθ; τÞ ¼ eiϵNX τ; ϵ ¼ π − θ; ð3Þ

where ϵ is a small parameter quantifying the deviation
from the perfect point. Since X2

τ ¼ 1, the dynamics
are equivalent to a generalized spin flip, followed by
short evolution under N for time ϵ [37]. As such, the
unitary UFðθ; τÞ is written in the canonical time crystal
form [25,29]; here, we apply the techniques from
Refs. [28,38] to show the Floquet unitary can be approxi-
mated by UF ≈ Ve−iϵHFX τV†, where HF is an effective
Hamiltonian constructed perturbatively in ϵ, and V is a
perturbative frame transformation [37].
As the DTC phenomenology depends on spectral proper-

ties of the effective Floquet unitary, we base our analysis
on the leading order effective Hamiltonian and Floquet
unitary,

Hð1Þ
F ¼−1

2
ðNþX τNX τÞ; Uð1Þ

F ðθ;τÞ≡e−iϵH
ð1Þ
F X τ: ð4Þ

The effective Hamiltonian Hð1Þ
F corresponds to the average

Hamiltonian in a frame corotating with X τ, and so to
leading order ϵ sets the timescale of dynamics in the
rotating frame. Crucially, the expansion of HF has an
emergent Z2 symmetry ½HF;X τ& ¼ 0 at higher orders as
well, which ultimately comes from time periodicity of the
drive [28,37]; nevertheless, formally the expansion is an
asymptotic series, and hence should be truncated at some
optimal order to accurately capture dynamics of local
observables. The effect of residual terms is rigorously
bounded [28,39], guaranteeing accuracy of HF up to the
prethermal timescale Tp ≳ ðτ=ϵÞecp=ϵ for some cp > 0.
The origin of the subharmonic response can be under-

stood by analyzing eigenstates of the transformed Floquet
unitary in Eq. (4) and their dimensionless quasienergies ε,
defined by Uð1Þ

F jui ¼ eiεjui. For τ near an integer multiple
of τr=2, the Floquet operator has a pair of eigenstates
characterized by strong overlap with jZ2i; jZ0

2i, and featur-
ing nearly degenerate quasienergies (0 pairing) or quasie-
nergies separated by π (π pairing), see Fig. 3(a). These
observations imply the eigenstates can be well approxi-
mated by the long-range correlated “cat” states j'i ¼
ðjZ2i' jZ0

2iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
as these states carry definite momentum

k0 (jþi) and kπ (j−i), and underlie spontaneous symmetry
breaking (SSB) of the system’s translation symmetry.
However, the emergent symmetries X τ also play a crucial
role, as the π and 0 quasienergy gaps occur when X τ either
exchanges the two Néel states (τ ¼ τr=2) or leaves them
invariant (τ ¼ 0; τr). A π quasienergy gap between the cat
states j'i leads to subharmonic response in dynamics from
the jZ2i or jZ0

2i state, and is characteristic of time-
crystalline order [25,29,47–49]. At the level of the effective

FIG. 2. Trajectories of driven PXP model for L ¼ 16, plotted
on the Bloch sphere of the collective spin L=2. (a) The dynamics
generated by two periods of UFðπ; τÞ exhibit a perfect return to
the jZ2i initial state: e−iτHPXP with τ ¼ 0.45τr underrotates the
jZ2i state (blue line), then the application of e−iπN (orange line)
flips the x, y projections of the spin so that the second Floquet
pulse completes the cycle. (b) The same dynamics but for
θ ¼ π − 0.05 supports a periodic trajectory near the Néel state.
Dynamics initialized near the periodic trajectory precess around it
at stroboscopic times forming cycles depicted for 100 driving
periods for three initial states (green ring corresponds to jZ2i
initialization).
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Hamiltonian Hð1Þ
F , these πð0Þ-paired eigenstates corre-

spond to degenerate ground states in Fig. 3(b), separated
by a finite gap Δ to excited states, and belonging to
different (same) symmetry sectors of X τ. Hence
X τ symmetry breaking in the ground state is linked to
DTC order and the subharmonic oscillations of spatial
order [25,29,37].
We argue the observed region with DTC order descends

from a model with conjectured perfect scars [15,37].
Specifically, if we deform the PXP model as described
in Ref. [15], X τ at τ ¼ τr=2 exactly exchanges the Néel
states, and j'i become true ground states of Hð1Þ

F with a
constant gap Δ ≥ 1. The PXP model, as well as driving for
τ away from τr=2, are weak deformations of this drive.
However, these deformations do not preserve the emergent
symmetry X τ at the level of Hð1Þ

F , and could destroy the
ground state degeneracy. In the Supplemental Material
[37], we argue that since the emergent symmetry changes
slowly as we deform the drive, the ground states throughout
the π-paired region in Fig. 3 may be adiabatically con-
nected to j'i. Indeed, we confirm the energy splitting in the
ground state of Hð1Þ

F decreases exponentially with system
size, see Fig. 3(b) inset, as expected for SSB.
The above analysis reveals four distinct timescales

emergent in the prethermal regime of Eq. (4). The shortest

timescale Ts ¼ 2τ is the subharmonic response. The second
timescale, determined by the gapΔ in the spectrum ofHð1Þ

F ,
is Tb ∝ τðϵΔÞ−1 and comes from overlap between the
Néel initial state and the lowest lying excited states.
Semiclassically, Tb is the precession period from Fig. 2(b).
Finally, the longest timescale is set by the inverse energy
splitting in the ground state manifold of Hð1Þ

F ;Tg ∝
ðτ=ϵÞecdL, characteristic of SSB. All phenomenology is
ultimately contingent upon the validity of the prethermal
analysis, which holds until Tp ≳ ðτ=ϵÞecp=ϵ.
Connections to experiments.—Going beyond the ideal-

ized model (1), we replace HPXP in Eq. (2) by the Rydberg
HamiltonianHRy¼ðΩ=2Þ

P
iσ

x
i −δ

P
iniþ

P
iðV1niniþ1 þ

V2niniþ2Þ, which includes imperfect Rydberg blockade and
next-nearest-neighbor interactions. The PXPHamiltonian is
recovered from HRy in the limit V1 → ∞; V2 ¼ 0, and the
resonant time τr ∝ 1=Ω is rescaled byΩ. Here, we consider a
1D chain with V2 ¼ V1=26; V1 ¼ 10Ω, and choose δ ¼ V2

to cancel the static background from the next-nearest-
neighbor interactions [23].
Figure 4 illustrates the timescales Ts, Tb, and Tg

from stroboscopic dynamics of the revival fidelity Fn ¼
jhZ2jUFðθ; τÞnjZ2ij2 generated by the kicked Hamiltonian
HðtÞ ¼ HRy þ θN

P
k δðt − kτÞ. Over tens of driving

cycles, we observe a robust subharmonic response, and
an emergent beating timescale Tb. Over hundreds of
driving cycles, we observe slow oscillations between even
periods F2n and odd periods F2nþ1, with timescale Tg.
Specifically, in the rotating frame, the two ground states of
HF, ≈j'i, form an effective two-level system with energy
splitting ΔE¼ Eþ −E−. The initial state can be expanded
as jZ2i≡ ðjþiþ j−iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

, and after a time Tg ¼ π=ð2ΔEÞ,
it evolves into a superposition ðjþiþ ij−iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

equivalent
to ðjZ2i − ijZ0

2iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
modulo global phase, which is a

macroscopic superposition corresponding to the so-called
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state. Dynamics in

FIG. 3. (a) Eigenspectrum of Uð1Þ
F plotted for various rotation

angles τ, L ¼ 16, and ϵ ¼ 1, with color intensity reflecting
overlap with the Néel state. Near τ=τr ≈ 1=2, the states with
the largest overlap exhibit π pairing, indicating subharmonic
response. However, near τ=τr ≈ 0; 1, they exhibit 0 pairing.
(b) Low-energy spectrum of Hð1Þ

F reveals twofold degeneracy
between ground states from k ¼ 0 and π momentum sectors
(denoted as k0;π) with X τ eigenvalues '1ðX'Þ in the region that
corresponds to π pairing in (a). The splitting of the ground state
manifold vanishes exponentially with system size within the
paired regions, with the inset showing finite size scaling at
τ=τr ¼ 1=2.

FIG. 4. Dynamics of revival fidelity under the periodically
kicked Rydberg Hamiltonian, and emergent prethermal time-
scales. Stroboscopic dynamics of fidelity for θ ¼ 1.1π, and
τ ¼ 0.993τr=2 reveal the subharmonic timescale Ts, the beating
timescale Tb, and Rabi oscillations in the ground space, with
characteristic timescale Tg. Even (odd) multiples of τ are colored
blue (red). Data are for the L ¼ 14 chain.
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the lab frame are related by X τ kicks, which exchange the
Néel states every period. Finally, the prethermal time, when
all fidelities may become exponentially small in L, is not
visible for the system sizes or times simulated.
Discussion.—These considerations demonstrate that

entanglement dynamics associated with quantum many-
body scars can be stabilized and steered in the periodically
kicked PXP model, resulting in an evolution strongly
reminiscent of prethermal DTC order. Our construction
relies on the effective many-body π pulse realized through
quantum scars, which connect the two Néel states via an
entangled trajectory, and a driving pulse that reverses the
direction of time. Similar to prethermal time crystals, the
emergent order features a robust, long-lived subharmonic
response and spatiotemporal order for a range of param-
eters. However, in our model these signatures are present
only for eigenstates that are perturbatively close to the
Néel initial state, and require sufficiently high fidelity state
preparation to be observed [32]. Nevertheless, we demon-
strate that the signatures of DTC physics survive in an
experimentally relevant model, thus providing a possible
explanation for recent experimental observations in
Ref. [23]. Moreover, we theoretically predict new emergent
timescales that could be observed in future experiments and
the possibility of preparing GHZ states [40] in driven
quench dynamics.
The phenomenon described here drastically enhances

the stability of nonergodic dynamics thus opening a large
number of exciting directions. Specifically, by extending
this construction to the more complicated trajectories in the
PXP model [16] or to quantum scars in other models
[5,17,22,50,51], control over more complex entanglement
dynamics could be implemented. From a practical per-
spective, there remain a number of questions related to
experiments in Rydberg arrays [23]. In particular, it is
desirable to understand the dynamics in two-dimensional
lattices [36], including the situations where two sublat-
tices have different numbers of nearest neighbors. In
higher dimensions, there exists an intriguing possibility
of realizing a true prethermal time crystal, with a finite
temperature phase transition in HF. It is also desirable to
build a theory for higher order subharmonic responses
observed in experiments [23], and obtain analytical
understanding for continuously driven models. Finally,
it is important to understand if one can implement full
control over the many-body dynamics within the effective
spin-L=2 subspace [52], which could be utilized for
applications such as robust quantum information storage
and quantum metrology.
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In this supplementary material we provide additional
data for the phenomenology of Floquet model. In ad-
dition, we describe the procedure used to visualize the
dynamics on the Bloch sphere corresponding to collec-
tive spin-L/2 degree of freedom. Finally, we provide an
analytic derivation of e↵ective Hamiltonian and discuss
the stability to generic perturbations. In the last section
of this supplement we discuss the subharmonic responses
in realistic Rydberg Hamiltonians.

I. PHENOMENOLOGY OF DRIVEN MODEL

A. Quantifying the subharmonic weight

In the main text we introduced the subharmonic weight
f2(!) used to quantify the subharmonic response of the
dynamics generated by the Floquet unitary (??) starting
from the |Z2i state, defined as

f2(!) :=
�!|S(!)|2

R 2/t1

1/T
d!0|S(!0/2)|2

(S1)

where t1 is the sampling rate, T is the sampling window,
�! is a normalization, and S(!) is the Fourier transform
of hI(t)i with the mean subtracted:

S(!) :=

Z
T

0
dt (hI(t)i � hI(t)i)e�i!t

hI(t)i := 1

T

Z
T

0
dt hI(t)i. (S2)

In the main text, we chose the normalization �! such that
the exact subharmonic response in I at ✓ = ⇡ and ⌧ =
⌧r/2 from the Néel ordered states, gives a subharmonic
weight of one.

Below, we discuss the motivation behind the quantity
f2(!). We can decompose any bounded time-varying sig-
nal in terms of its Fourier components. We will focus on
hI(t)i, the signal given by the excitation imbalance in
time. Rigorously, we can look at its so-called (one-sided)
power spectrum, defined as

P (!) := lim
T!1

2

T
|S(!)|2, (S3)

which tells us how much ‘power’ (‘energy’ per unit time)
is contained in the frequency interval [!,! + d!]. Note
that this quantity is related to the Fourier transform of
the autocorrelation function of hI(t)i, by the Wiener-
Khinchin theorem. Also, the integral over all frequencies
is the total power of the signal which is assumed finite,
can be cast by Parseval’s theorem as
Z 1

0
d! P (!) = lim

T!1

1

T

Z
T

0
dt |hI(t)i � hI(t)i|2. (S4)

Thus, if we had infinite-time knowledge of the signal
hI(t)i, we would define the fraction of its spectral weight
in the frequency interval [! � �!/2,! + �!/2] as

F2(!, �!) :=

R
!+�!/2
!��!/2 d!

0
P (!0)

R1
0 d!0P (!0)

. (S5)

A value of F2(!, �!) being close to unity implies that the
entire power of the signal is contained in the frequency
interval [! � �!/2,! + �!/2].
In practice, the observation time T is finite, since it

is required to be smaller or comparable to the prether-
mal timescale otherwise thermal fluctuations dominate
the response. In addition, we sample hI(t)i at discrete
times tn = nT/N , thus the integral in the denomina-
tor of Eq. (S5) is e↵ectively truncated at some high fre-
quency cuto↵ !c = 2N/T set by the sampling rate, and
lower cuto↵ !0 = 1/T set by the finite sampling window.
Utilizing relation between P (!) and S(!) we write our
approximation for F2(!, �!) as

F2(!, �!) ⇡ f2(!) =
|S(!)|2�!R

!c

!0
d!0|S(!0)|2

. (S6)

Finally, introducing discrete Fourier transform explicitly,
we write the approximate subharmonic weight as:

f2(!) =
�!

���t1
P

N

n=0 e
i!tn(hI(t)i � hI(t)i)

���
2

t1
P

N

n=0(hI(t)i � hI(t)i)2
. (S7)

B. Stability to perturbations

In this section we demonstrate the stability against
small perturbations of short time dynamics generated by



S2

the Floquet unitary UF (⇡ � ✏, ⌧) as defined in Eq. (??)
of the main text, in an infinite lattice. In addition, we
highlight the close relation between slowdown of ther-
malization, as witnessed by entanglement growth, and
the strength of subharmonic response.

To explore the stability of the subharmonic response
we use the subharmonic weight at half the driving fre-
quency, f2(!d/2) introduced in Eqs. (S1)-(S2). To quan-
tify the rate of thermalization we compute the entangle-
ment entropy for a bipartition of the chain Sent(t), and
calculate its time-average over c driving cycles,

S̄ent =
1

c⌧

Z
c⌧

0
dt Sent(t). (S8)

Averages are computed over a time interval T = c⌧ , cho-
sen to be an integer multiple of the driving period ⌧ .
Small values of S̄ent correspond to slow thermalization,
whereas values of order one signal fast entanglement pro-
duction.

To this end, Fig. S1(a) studies the robustness of re-
sponse to increasing values of ✏. We observe that for
✏/⇡ < 0.3, S̄ent remains constant with a small value
which primarily comes from entropy generated during the
micromotion. For the same ✏-interval the subharmonic
response is almost maximal, indicating perfect revivals
of the local Rydberg excitations. Next, in Fig. S1(b)
we explore the stability when the driving period ⌧ is
changed compared to the intrinsic scar oscillation period
⌧r/2. A robust subharmonic response accommodated by
a strong suppression of the entropy growth is visible for
⌧ 2 [0.8, 1]⌧r/2. The figure highlights how the subhar-
monic response f2(!d/2) and average entropy S̄ent move
in lockstep.

Finally, in Figure S1(c) we demonstrate the broad
range of stability with respect to inclusion of next-
nearest-neighbor interactions into PXP Hamiltonian,
�H = V2

P
i
nini+2. Crucially, this perturbation does

not anti-commute with the symmetry C =
Q

i
�

z

i
, ruining

the perfect many-body echo point even at ✏ = 0. Nev-
ertheless, similar to the previous cases, we observe that
for weak enough interactions, thermalization is strongly
suppressed and the subharmonic response is large. This
supports our argument that the observed subharmonic
response and slowdown of thermalization are closely re-
lated and both are robust against generic weak pertur-
bations. These infinite system simulations are in agree-
ment and further support the results for the full Rydberg
Hamiltonian on finite systems in the main text, which in-
clude imperfect blockade and go out to longer times.

C. Simulation Details

Entanglement and density imbalance for infinite chains
are calculated using iTEBD simulations. The initial state
is fixed to be |Z2i product state. The data presented here
and in the main text is obtained using a third order Trot-
ter integrator with time step �t = ⌧/160. At each step

we truncated the smallest singular values up to a proba-
bility truncation error "iTEBD  10�6. ED simulations of
both the PXP model and the full Rydberg Hamiltonian,
used the Quantum Toolbox in Python (QuTiP) numeri-
cal computing package [1].

II. VISUALIZING DYNAMICS IN SU(2)
SUBSPACE

A. Construction of the spin-L/2 subspace

The spin-L/2 subspace is constructed by repeatedly
applying ladder operators H

± to the Néel state |Z2i (or
|Z 0

2i). For the Hamiltonian (??), the ladder operators
are

H
± =

L/2X

i=1

⇥
P2i�1�

±
2i

P2i+1 + P2i�2�
⌥
2i�1P2i

⇤
. (S9)

The original PXP Hamiltonian is obtained as a sum of
these operators, HPXP = H

+ + H
�. Repeated applica-

tion of the ladder operator H
+ to the |Z2i state would

generate the L+1-dimensional basis of the forward scat-
tering approximation. However, the subspace generated
in such way is only an approximate spin-L/2 represen-
tation of su(2). Instead, we employ a weakly deformed
ladder operators H̃

±, defined by dressing the pauli oper-
ators

�̃
±
i
= �

±
i

 
1 +

nmaxX

d=2

hd(�
z

i�d
+ �

z

i+d
)

!
(S10)

where hd = h0

�
�
(d�1) � �

�(d�1)
��2

, h0 ⇡ 0.051,

� = (1 +
p
5)/2 is the golden ratio, and we use

nmax = 8 in our numerical simulations. The coef-
ficients hd decay exponentially with distance and so
this is a quasi-local deformation. As demonstrated in
Ref. [2], the subspace spanned by the unnormalized vec-
tors |Z2i , H̃

+ |Z2i , . . . (H̃+)N�1 |Z2i , |Z 0
2i gives rise to a

numerically exact representation of su(2) with spin quan-
tum number L/2. We used this subspace to define spin
operators, but considered dynamics generated by the un-
deformed PXP Hamiltonian.
The operator S

z =
P

L/2
i=1(n2i�1 � n2i) acts as the

spin-L/2 S
z operator in this space, assuming eigenval-

ues �L/2, . . . , L/2 for a system with L atoms [2, 3].
The S

x operator is given by (H̃+ + H̃
�)/(2⌧̃r), where

⌧̃r ⇡ 4.85962 is the period of scarred oscillations under
the deformed Hamiltonian. This is close enough to the
value ⌧r ⇡ 1.51⇡ = 4.74280, that we replace ⌧̃r with ⌧r

in numerical simulations. This can be done safely since
none of the observed physics depends sensitively on ⌧r.
Finally, the y-spin operator is obtained from the canon-
ical commutation relation, S

y = i[Sx
, S

z]. Operators S
z

and S
± = (Sx + iS

y)/2 defined above satisfy the canon-
ical commutation relations, but only within the L + 1
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Figure S1. Subharmonic response for the infinite chain remains strong in a broad range of parameters (top panels) and is
correlated with small entanglement production rate (bottom panels) in the dynamics under Floquet unitary (??). (a) The
broad range of stability near the point ✏ = ⇡ � ✓ = 0 originates from the “perfect many-body echo”. The value of ⌧ is fixed
to ⌧r/2. (b) Response of the system to driving at a frequency smaller than the natural resonance frequency ⌧r/2 for fixed
✓ = 0.8⇡.(c) Stability with respect to perturbation of the PXP Hamiltonian by next nearest neighbor interactions for ✓ = 0.8⇡
and ⌧ = ⌧r/2. The total averaging time is T = c⌧ with c = 10 for (a) and (c), while c = 20 for (b).

dimensional subspace. Specifically, let K̃ be a projector
onto the subspace generated by repeated application of
the deformed ladder operators on |Z2i. Then, the ladder
operators satisfy, up to numerical precision,

K̃[Sz
, S

±]K̃ = ±K̃S
±K̃. (S11)

By computing expectation values of these operators,
we visualize vectors hS↵i(t) as points on the Bloch
sphere, where Néel states |Z2i (|Z 0

2i) correspond to the
North (South) pole, see Fig. ??.

B. Action of N in the subspace

In the spin-L/2 scarred subspace, the driving term N

behaves as N ⇠ (Sz)2 in the vicinity of the poles. To
derive this relation, first notice that the operator N be-
haves as an Ising interaction within the scar subspace.
Lets choose the convention ni = (1 � �

z

i
)/2. Then, re-

stricting our attention to the blockaded subspace where
nini+1 = 0, we can rewrite N as

N =
LX

i=1

ni �
LX

i=1

nini+1 =
L

2
� 1

4

LX

i=1

�
z

i
�

z

i+1. (S12)

A similar relation can be easily derived for PXP models
on any lattice. However lattices where sites have di↵er-
ent coordination number, like in the imbalanced lattices
studied in [4, 5], have uncompensated

P
i
�

z

i
terms.

Next, we treat the interaction in a mean-field-like ap-
proximation. Taking into account the spatial homo-
geneity and Néel ordering, we can associate local den-
sities with the global spin expectation value 1

L
hSzi =

h�z

2i
i = �h�z

2i+1i. This naturally leads to the associa-
tion N ' 1

L
(Sz)2 if we take the mean-field ansatz over

e
�i⌧HPXP
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e
�i⌧HPXP

<latexit sha1_base64="NCxXPDLYGygrdJ2uaLWRKtz4b9o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NCxXPDLYGygrdJ2uaLWRKtz4b9o=">AAADM3icbZLNjtMwEMfd8LUsX104crGokDgsVVIWdo8ruOyxSHS3UhOqseOkVh3Hsh2givIivAd3rvAGiBtC4sQ74KQ94LYjJZr8xuP5yJ8owY0Nwx+94Nr1GzdvHdw+vHP33v0H/aOHl6asNGUTWopSTwkYJrhkE8utYFOlGRREsCuyfNPGrz4wbXgp39mVYkkBueQZp2AdmvdP4u6Omc5JUofD6OXoOBy+OD1z71ejBrP39XMeW6jwxbyOdYHH03HTzPuDcBh2hnedaOMM0MbG86PenzgtaVUwaakAY2ZRqGxSg7acCtYcxpVhCugScjZzroSCmaTuWmvwU0dSnJXaPdLijv6fUUNhzKog7mQBdmG2Yy3cF5tVNjtLai5VZZmk60JZJbAtcbsrnHLNqBUr5wDV3PWK6QI0UOs26lXJNagFp5+avbW3YTuG2aHtCMeEpFzmfowU/vd6Ld4kijk5SLfR0v1sxamf4NQiGrx3ZR78CGblqA/Trl2fZaKELUQ0LJltpRFtC2HXuRwNIye2tyeD89cbkRygx+gJeoYidIrO0QUaowmi6DP6ir6h78GX4GfwK/i9Phr0NjmPkGfB3386HQ7S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NCxXPDLYGygrdJ2uaLWRKtz4b9o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NCxXPDLYGygrdJ2uaLWRKtz4b9o=">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</latexit>

e
�i✓N

<latexit sha1_base64="YvryOkwCVv+kb2g6iV5V5z+b/Ac=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvryOkwCVv+kb2g6iV5V5z+b/Ac=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvryOkwCVv+kb2g6iV5V5z+b/Ac=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7ZviwkeGZCLMP4y6mjA2HjRoCaM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xKYm+zifqcN+UgnXl5h2DP3S80s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xKYm+zifqcN+UgnXl5h2DP3S80s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TqTUqgXo97Y3YvycCv4RwHBXIRk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvryOkwCVv+kb2g6iV5V5z+b/Ac=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvryOkwCVv+kb2g6iV5V5z+b/Ac=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvryOkwCVv+kb2g6iV5V5z+b/Ac=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvryOkwCVv+kb2g6iV5V5z+b/Ac=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvryOkwCVv+kb2g6iV5V5z+b/Ac=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YvryOkwCVv+kb2g6iV5V5z+b/Ac=">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</latexit>

Figure S2. Pulsed driving with ⌧ = ⌧r/4, ✓ = 0.985⇡, and
L = 16 from |Z2i. Now e

�i⌧HPXP applies an approximate
⇡/4 pulse, placing the state along the equator. Application
of e

�i✓N , which induces a rotation around z-axis near the
poles, brings the state out of the collective spin-L/2 subspace,
which is manifested as moving through the interior of the
Bloch sphere. As a result, ✏ > 0 no longer stabilizes the
trajectory, but instead induces leakage outside the manifold.
At even multiples of the driving period (black crosses), the
state approaches the center of the sphere, which suggests the
weight of the state is leaking outside the spin-L/2 subspace
after a few cycles and that the system is thermalizing.

product states and neglect the constant in Eq. (S12).
However, note that coherent states of the collective spin-
L/2 mode [2, 6] are not product states, in contrast to the
collective mode arising from L independent qubits. As
a result, the mean-field argument presented above is not
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fully rigorous but captures crucial qualitative features.

A more quantitative way to characterize the action
of the driving operator N within the scar manifold is
to project N into the L + 1 dimensional subspace con-
structed via FSA. Let K̃ denote this projector. Then,
numerically, we see that we can approximate N to a high
degree of accuracy by expanding in even powers of (Sz)2,

K̃NK̃ = K̃
✓

c0 + c2
1

L
(Sz)2 + c4

1

L3
(Sz)4 + . . .

◆
K̃.

(S13)

Odd powers of S
z necessarily vanish for the periodic 1D

chain by symmetry, since N is invariant under transla-
tion by one site, while S

z flips sign. Furthermore, o↵-
diagonal terms like S

x, which change S
z also necessarily

vanish, since [N, S
z] = 0. Coe�cients have been defined

so that the operator (Sz)k/L
k�1 is extensive, with op-

erator norm proportional to L. By extrapolating to the
thermodynamic limit, we see that c0, c2, and c4 are the
only non-vanishing coe�cients, while higher order coe�-
cients vanish exponentially with system size L.

As a result, in the spin-L/2 subspace, our Hamilto-
nian resembles a driven Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (LMG)
model which is known to support time-crystalline or-
der. This model, studied in Ref. [7], reads H(t) '
⌦S

x + ✓
P

k2Z �(t � k⌧)(Sz)2. By looking at the semi-
classical limit of large L, Ref. [7] showed that there
exists stable fixed points with 2⌧ periodic trajectories,
surrounded by stable KAM tori. However, this semi-
classical limit cannot completely explain the time-crystal
behavior in our model, since the mapping is only accu-
rate if we project all of the dynamics into the L + 1 di-
mensional scar subspace. Furthermore, both the driving
term N and the PXP Hamiltonain HPXP induce transi-
tions outside this subspace, and this leakage is ignored in
the LMG mapping. However, the driving term N has low
leakage and acts like (Sz)2 in the vicinity of the poles,
which is why the dynamics remain near the surface of the
spin-N/2 Bloch sphere, for the trajectories from the Néel
states studied here.

We illustrate in Figure S2 that away from the poles,
N does not behave like (Sz)2, and instead moves states
outside the spin-L/2 subspace. This can be seen by con-
sidering dynamics from the |Z2i state when ⌧ = ⌧r/4, as
the e

�i⌧HPXP pulse moves the north pole to the equator.
The action of the driving pulse e

�i✓N is to move the state
through the center of the bloch sphere. As a result, devi-
ations from ✓ = ⇡ do not serve to stabilize this trajectory,
but instead lead to thermalization, as can be seen by plot-
ting the period 2⌧ stroboscoipc dynamics. The timescale
of this thermalization is still parametrically slow, occur-
ing at a rate set by ✏, but this is qualitatively di↵erent
from the exponentially slow thermalization observed in
the gapped regime, with ⌧ being close to an integer mul-
tiple of ⌧r/2.

III. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN AND
ROBUSTNESS TO PERTURBATIONS

A. Derivation of e↵ective description

We consider the time-periodic Hamiltonian

H(t) = HPXP + ✓N

X

k2Z
�(t � k⌧), (S14)

which generates the Floquet unitary

UF = e
i✏NX⌧ , (S15)

where X⌧ = e
�i⇡N

e
�i⌧HPXP has the property X 2

⌧
= 1,

and ✓ = ⇡ � ✏. By grouping terms in the Hamiltonian,
we can rewrite H(t) as

H(t) = HPXP + ⇡N

X

k2Z
�(t � k⌧)

| {z }
H0(t)

�✏N
X

k2Z
�(t � k⌧).

(S16)

The first term H0(t) generates the propagator U0(t),
which equals X⌧ after one period, and since X 2

⌧
= 1 then

U0(t) is time-periodic with double the period U0(t) =
U0(t + 2⌧). Thus, we can move into a rotating frame,
with respect to U0(t), and analyze the dynamics there.
We assume the �✏N pulse is applied after the ⇡N pulse,
so that the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame reads

Hrot(t) = �✏
h
X⌧NX⌧

X

k2Z
�(t � (2k � 1)⌧)

+ N

X

k2Z
�(t � 2k⌧)

i
, (S17)

which is equivalent to the Floquet unitary UF (2⌧) =

e
i✏N

e
i✏X †

⌧ NX⌧ . This Hamiltonian has a twisted time-
translation symmetry Hrot(t) = X⌧Hrot(t+ ⌧)X⌧ , imme-
diately ensuring that time-averaged Hamiltonian is sym-
metric under X⌧ .
However, as discussed in the main text, we can make

a stronger statement, that the X⌧ symmetry holds to all
orders in a perturbative expansion, using results from
Refs. [8, 9]. The aim is to derive an e↵ective description
for stroboscopic dynamics. To that end we can reparam-
eterize the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame to make
the analysis easier, by introducing a new time parameter
t
0 defined over one fundamental region t

0 2 [0, 2✏). The
unitary time evolution operator can be written as

U(t0) = U0(t
0)U1(t

0), (S18)

where U0(t0) is now 2✏ periodic and is

U0(t
0) =

(
X⌧ for 0  t

0
< ✏

1 for ✏  t
0
< 2✏,

(S19)
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and U1(t0) is generated by the time-dependent Hamilto-
nian

H1(t
0) =

(
�X⌧NX⌧ for 0  t

0
< ✏

�N for ✏  t
0
< 2✏

(S20)

which can be written as

H1(t
0) = �1

2
(X⌧NX⌧ + N)

� 1

2
(X⌧NX⌧ � N) sgn


sin

✓
t
0

2✏

◆�
. (S21)

The first term of H1(t0) is the time-independent average
Hamiltonian, while the second term is an oscillatory term
whose time-average is 0.

Our derivation of the e↵ective description will be based
on the driven Hamiltonian H1(t0), but since the strobo-
scopic dynamics are equivalent, the same (stroboscopic)
description will apply to the Hamiltonian we first in-
tended to analyze, Eq. (S14).

The Hamiltonian H1(t0) has some key properties,
which enable us to derive the e↵ective Hamiltonian HF

valid up to a prethermal timescale. First, H1(t0) is
a quasi-local Hamiltonian, it is a sum of bounded lo-
cal terms whose amplitudes decay exponentially with
size of support of the terms. The term N =

P
i
ni is

clearly local, and the norm of ni is one. For the second
term, X⌧NX⌧ =

P
i
X⌧niX⌧ , notice that X⌧ is gener-

ated by evolution under H0(t) for a finite time ⌧ . Since
HPXP has local bounded operator norm, and N is an
on-site operator, X⌧ only spreads operators a finite dis-
tance, with exponentially decaying support beyond this
distance. This can be rigorously justified using Lieb-
Robinson type bounds [10]. Second, H1(t0) still obeys a
twisted time-translation symmetry

H1(t
0 + ✏) = X⌧H1(t

0)X⌧ . (S22)

Therefore, invoking the theorem of Else et al. [9], to-
gether with prethermalization bounds from Ref. [8], we
can derive that there is an e↵ective description of U(t0)
which reads

U(t0) ⇡ U0(t
0)V(t0)e�i✏HF V(0)†, (S23)

where V(t0) is a 2✏-periodic small change of frame (a uni-
tary perturbatively close in ✏ to the identity, generated
by a quasi-local Hamiltonian), and HF is an e↵ective
Hamiltoninan constructed perturbatively in ✏.

To the first couple orders in ✏ this reads

HF = H0 +
1

2

X

n 6=0

✏[Hn,H�n]

n⇡
+ · · · , (S24)

where Hn are the Fourier modes of H1(t0). The lead-
ing order of this expansion, H0 coincides with the time-

averaged Hamiltonian, and gives the expression for H
(1)
F

introduced in the main text, Eq. (??).
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Figure S3. Stroboscopic dynamics for L = 14, ⌧ = 0.55⌧r,
✏ = ⇡/10, plotted using exact floquet dynamics, and first
order approximation. We see very good agreement up to long
times.

A key point to note is that HF has the symmetry
[HF , X⌧ ] = 0. To see this, notice that in Fourier space,
H1(t0) =

P
n
Hne

i⇡nt
0
/✏, the twisted time-translation

symmetry reads X⌧HnX⌧ = e
i⇡n

Hn, and one can readily
verify HF satisfies X⌧HF X⌧ = HF at least up to sec-
ond order as given in Eq. (S24) (but we emphasize the
symmetry holds to all orders). Moreover, V(t0) obeys
also the twisted time translational symmetry, V(t0 + ✏) =
X⌧V(t0)X⌧ . Therefore, our final expression for the e↵ec-
tive description of UF reads

UF ⇡ V(0)X⌧e
�i✏HF V(0)†. (S25)

This expression implies that stroboscopically, up to a
small static frame change, dynamics are generated by
an X⌧ -symmetric e↵ective Hamiltonian HF interspersed
by periodic kicks of X⌧ .
This e↵ective description lasts for at least time t

0 �
e
cp/✏, in the sense that evolution under the prethermal
Hamiltonian well approximates expectation values of lo-
cal observables, so it describes the prethermal behavior,
see Fig. S3. Since the original time t is related to t

0 by
the factor (⌧/✏), it means this description lasts in orig-
inal time until t � (⌧/✏)ecp/✏. Additionally, all time-
scales generated in the time-reparameterized setting are
multiplied by (⌧/✏) to convert back to the original time
formulation. This includes the ground-state splitting os-
cillation time.

B. Robustness to perturbations

Now we argue that the time-crystalline behavior is ro-
bust to arbitrary perturbations. Consider a generic time-
periodic perturbation V (t) = V (t+ ⌧) with a finite local
operator norm, and a small parameter �V ⌧ 1/⌧ . The
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resulting perturbed Hamiltonian is given by

H(t) = H0(t) + H1(t) (S26)

H0(t) = HPXP + ⇡N

X

k2Z
�(t � k⌧) (S27)

H1(t) = �✏N
X

k2Z
�(t � k⌧) + �V V (t) (S28)

As before, the part H0(t) generates a time-periodic frame
transformation X⌧ . However now, the local operator
norm of H1(t), integrated over one period, depends not
only on ✏, but also �V . We can again write the Floquet
unitary as

U(⌧) = U0(⌧)U1(⌧) (S29)

where U1 is given by

U1(⌧) = T exp

0

B@�i

Z
⌧

0
dt

0
U0(t

0)†H1(t
0)U0(t

0)| {z }
H̃1(t0)

1

CA (S30)

The Hamiltonian in the rotating frame H̃1(t0) is still
quasi-local and has a twisted-time translation symme-
try, and therefore the e↵ective Hamiltonian will still be
described by Eq. S24 and have an emergent symmetry.
The only di↵erence is that the small parameter, the in-
tegral of the local norm of H1(t) in the rotating frame,
now goes as ✏0 = ✏ + �V ⌧ . Hence, additional perturba-
tions V (t) reduce the prethermal timescale to e

c
0
p/✏

0
. The

unitary U1(⌧) can be approximated as

U1(⌧) ⇡ e
�i✏

0
H

0
1 (S31)

where to leading order in ✏0

H
0
1 =

�✏
2✏0

(N + X⌧NX⌧ ) +
�V ⌧

2✏0
(V̄ + X⌧ V̄ X⌧ ), (S32)

and

V̄ =
1

⌧

Z
⌧

0
U0(t)

†
V (t)U0(t)dt. (S33)

From Eq. (S32), we see that whether or not the ground
state of this new e↵ective Hamiltonian is connected to the
unperturbed one (�V = 0) depends on the ratio of �V ⌧/✏0.
If there is a gap in the e↵ective Hamiltonian at �V =
0, we expect the symmetry breaking to survive as long
as �V ⌧ ⌧ ✏. This is why, perhaps counter-intuitively,
some deviation ✏ from perfect ⇡-pulse of N is required for
stability of the subharmonic response against additional
arbitrary small perturbations �V V (t). The necessity of
non-zero ✏ to protect the ground state can be seen in
Fig. S6b, where the subharmonic response for the full
Rydberg Hamiltonian disappears for a range of ✓ close to
⇡, which corresponds to ✏ close to zero.

C. Origin of the many-body gap

In this section, we present an argument for why the
many-body gap observed in finite size numerics may per-
sist in the thermodynamic limit, at ⌧ = ⌧r/2. Our anal-
ysis is specialized to 1D, as it relies on the conjecture of
a deformed PXP Hamiltonian which exhibits a perfect
su(2) algebra and exchange of Néel ordered states.
We assume there exists a ‘perfect scar’ Hamiltonian

given by H̃PXP = H̃
+ + H̃

� from Eq. (S10). It can be
viewed as a weak quasi-local deformation of original PXP
Hamiltonian,

H̃PXP = HPXP + �V (S34)

where �V =
P

d�2 hdPi�1�
x

i
Pi+1�

z

i+d
are long-range

terms whose amplitudes decay exponentially fast, see dis-
cussion after Eq. (S10).
Using the deformed PXP model we define a corre-

sponding X̃⌧ operator,

X̃⌧ = e
�i⇡N

e
�i⌧H̃PXP , (S35)

which still squares to one X̃ 2
⌧
= 1, and rewrite the Flo-

quet unitary ŨF = e
�i✏N X̃⌧ and e↵ective Hamiltonian

H̃
(1)
F

= � 1
2 (N + X̃⌧N X̃⌧ ). For ⌧ = ⌧̃r/2 the “cat” states

|±i = (|Z2i ± |Z 0
2i)/

p
2 are exact ground states of H̃

(1)
F

.
Furthermore, as X̃⌧ exchanges the two Néel states, the X̃⌧

symmetry is spontaneously broken in this ground space.
These ground states are separated from the rest of the

spectrum by a constant gap � which is at least one. Con-
sider first the �N term. |Z2i and |Z 0

2i are the only states
with L/2 occupied sites within the constrained subspace,
and all other states have at most L/2� 1 occupied sites,
so the gap in to the lowest excitation of �N/2 operator
is one-half. For the second term, notice that since X̃⌧

is unitary, the spectrum of X̃⌧N X̃⌧ is the same as N .
Then, since |Z2i and |Z 0

2i also span the two dimensional
eigenspace of X̃⌧N X̃⌧ with eigenvalue L/2, the opera-
tor norm within the subspace spanned by all remaining
states is at most L/2 � 1, and we can conclude that the
gap in the second term is also one-half. Therefore, the

gap above the ground space in H̃
(1)
F

is lower bounded by
one, i.e. � � 1.
The e↵ective Hamiltonian of the undeformed model

H
(1)
F

is close to H̃
(1)
F

. However the two Hamiltonians
have di↵erent emergent symmetries, X⌧ and X̃⌧ respec-

tively, so the ‘perturbation’ H̃
(1)
F

�H
(1)
F

does not respect
either symmetry. Nevertheless, using the argument in

section III E, we can argue the ground space of H
(1)
F

ex-
hibits spontaneous symmetry breaking at ⌧ = ⌧̃r/2. This
requires three conditions, which we justify one by one.

First, as we saw above, H̃
(1)
F

has a gapped ground state

with SSB. Next, we show H
(1)
F

is a deformation of H̃
(1)
F

with finite local norm ⇡ h0 = 0.051 ⌧ � that appears
small enough compared than the gap, that pairing still
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appears in H
(1)
F

. Recall H
(1)
F

= � 1
2 (N + X⌧NX⌧ ). In

contrast, H̃
(1)
F

= � 1
2 (N + X̃⌧N X̃⌧ ). Then,

�H
(1)
F

= �1

2

⇣
e
�i⌧HPXPNe

i⌧HPXP � e
�i⌧H̃PXPNe

i⌧H̃PXP

⌘

(S36)
is the di↵erence of the N operator time-evolved under
the two di↵erent unitaries. We expect that since these

two unitaries are close to one another, �H
(1)
F

should be
small. This is quantified by the Duhamel expansion:

|�H
(1)
F

| =
����
Z

⌧

0
dsU1(s)

†[U†
2 (⌧ � s)NU2(⌧ � s), �V ]U1(s)

���� ,

(S37)

where U1(t) = e
�itHPXP and U2(t) = e

�itH̃PXP . From

here we see that, �H
(1)
F

is quasilocal Hamiltonian whose
local norm is set by �V , and is small as long as h0 ⌧ 1/⌧ .

The final ingredient is to show that two symmetries
X⌧ and X̃⌧ are also close. Specifically, we show the two
symmetries are related by a local unitary transforma-
tion, X⌧ = PX̃⌧P†, where P is generated by a quasi-
local Hamiltonian with small local operator norm. Recall
that H̃PXP, HPXP, and �V are all anti-symmetric under
C = e

�i⇡N . Thus, we can write the two symmetries as

X̃⌧ = Ce
�i⌧H̃PXP = e

i⌧H̃PXP/2Ce
�i⌧H̃PXP/2 (S38)

X⌧ = Ce
�i⌧(H̃PXP��V ) = e

i⌧(H̃PXP��V )/2Ce
�i⌧(H̃PXP��V )/2

Now, we can treat the unitary e
�i⌧(H̃PXP��V )/2 by mov-

ing into the rotating frame w.r.t. H̃PXP, specifically

e
�i⌧(H̃PXP��V )/2 = e

�i⌧H̃PXP/2P† (S39)

P† = T exp

✓
i

2

Z
⌧

0
dte

itH̃PXP/2
�V e

�itH̃PXP/2

◆

The frame transformation P is indeed generated by a
quasi-local Hamiltonian with small local operator norm

as long as h0 ⌧ 1/⌧ , the same dependence as �H
(1)
F

.
Then, the argument from Sec. III E apply, and we can

construct the ground state manifold of H
(1)
F

by an adia-

batic deformation from H̃
(1)
F

, with a spontaneously bro-
ken broken symmetry X⌧ at ⌧ = ⌧̃r/2. Thus, the

two groundstates of H
(1)
F

should be dressed versions of
(|Z2i ± |Z 0

2i)/
p
2, with an energy splitting exponentially

small in L. Note that the di↵erence between ⌧̃r and ⌧r

is small enough that we neglected this technical detail in
the rest of the text, and simply worked at integer multi-
ples of ⌧ = ⌧r/2.

D. Stability with respect to ⌧ deformations

In the prior section, we explained why symmetry
breaking occurs in the driven PXP model at ⌧ = ⌧r/2,
even though the quantum scars are imperfect. In this

section, we explain why the symmetry breaking persists
across a range of ⌧ near ⌧r/2. Consider the driven PXP
model at two driving periods, ⌧ = ⌧r/2 and ⌧

0. If
�⌧ = ⌧ � ⌧

0 is small parameter, then the di↵erence be-
tween the e↵ective Hamiltonians and emergent Z2 sym-
metries are both perturbatively small in �⌧ . Then, since
the ground state at ⌧ is gapped and spontaneously breaks
X⌧ symmetry, we can use the arguments from sec. III E
to argue why the ground state at ⌧ 0 spontaneously breaks
X⌧ 0 symmetry.
First, we show the two symmetries are related by

a local unitary transformation. Indeed, it is sim-
ple to see that X⌧ 0 = e

�i⇡N
e
�i(⌧�(⌧�⌧

0))HPXP =
e
�i�⌧HPXP/2X⌧e

i�⌧HPXP/2, where we used the fact that
HPXP anti-commutes with C = e

�i⇡N .
Then, we need to show the two Hamiltonians H

(1)
F

(⌧)

and H
(1)
F

(⌧ 0) are close. We see the di↵erence

H
(1)
F

(⌧) � H
(1)
F

(⌧ 0) =
1

2
(X⌧NX⌧ � X⌧ 0NX⌧ 0) (S40)

=
1

2
e
i⌧HPXP(N � e

�i�⌧HPXPNe
i�⌧HPXP)e�i⌧HPXP ,

is also perturbatively small in �⌧ using Eq. (S37). As
a result, the Floquet groundstates, corresponding to the

ground states of H
(1)
F

, are smoothly connected for nearby
⌧ and remain nearly degenerate, in the regime with large
spectral gap �.

E. Why symmetry breaking survives

It is well known that if a quantum many-body Hamil-
tonian H1 with a symmetry X1, has gapped ground
states that spontaneously break X1, then spontaneous
symmetry-breaking also persists for a nearby Hamilto-
nian H2 (that is su�ciently close in local norm), as long
as the symmetry is preserved, as then the Hamiltonians’
ground states can be adiabatically connected [11]. In
this section we present a slightly modified version of
the statement: if two quantum many-body Hamil-
tonians H1, H2 are (i) perturbatively close, (ii) have
symmetries X1 and X2 respectively, which are also
perturbatively close in a manner defined below, and
(iii) H1 spontaneously breaks the symmetry X1 in its
gapped ground states, then H2 exhibits spontaneously
symmetry-breaking of X2 in its ground states; moreover,
its ground states are adiabatically connected to those of
H1’s.

We say that a unitary X1 is perturbatively close to
another unitary X2 if there exists a perturbatively
small, quasilocal Hermitian operator S such that
X2 = e

iSX1e
�iS . Now, we can write

H2 = e
iS

H1e
�iS + (H2 � e

iS
H1e

�iS). (S41)

This shows that H2 can be written as a deformation of
e
iS

H1e
�iS . Crucially, by rotating H1, we transformed its
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Figure S4. The Fourier transform of the density-density cor-
relation function quantifies the order in the ground state of
H

(1)
F

, for L = 16 sites. The DTC phase has non-vanishing
spatiotemporal (⇡,⇡) order.

X1 symmetry into X2, and now all terms are symmetric
in X2. As e

iS is a unitary transformation which preserves
spectral properties, the ground states of e

iS
H1e

�iS will
spontaneously break the X2 symmetry by virtue of the
assumption (iii) that H1 spontaneously breaks the X1

symmetry. Now all that remains to argue for is that the
deformation H2 � e

iS
H1e

�iS is perturbatively small so
that H2’s ground states can be constructed adiabatically
from e

iS
H1e

�iS .

To that end we note that

H2 � e
iS

H1e
�iS = (H2 � H1) + (H1 � e

iS
H1e

�iS).
(S42)

By assumption (i) the first parenthesis on the right hand
side H2 � H1 is perturbatively small; by assumption (ii)
the second parenthesis is also perturbatively small [this
follows from using the Duhmael expansion (S38)], and
the statement follows.

F. Spatiotemporal ordering in the ground state

Finally, to characterize the ordering in the ground state
| 0i of HF via a local order parameter, we calculate a
Fourier transform of the local density-density correlator

C(q,!) =
1

nT L

nTX

n=1

LX

j=1

e
i(n!+jq) h 0| niU

n

F
ni+jU

�n

F
| 0i ,

(S43)
in both spatial and temporal coordinates (restricted to
stroboscopic times). The quantity C(q,!) allows us to
quantify di↵erent kinds of orders: the spatial (Néel) or-
der, where discrete space translation symmetry is spon-
taneously broken to two-site translation symmetry, is di-
agnosed by a large value of C(⇡, 0). In contrast, the spa-
tiotemporal ordering inherent to time crystals is charac-
terized by C(⇡,⇡), which includes spontaneous breaking
of discrete time translation symmetry. Figure S4 illus-
trates that both orders are present in the range of ⌧ where
⇡-pairing of Floquet eigenstates persists. In contrast, in
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Figure S5. We look at pulsed driving of the Rydberg Hamil-
tonian, with V1 = 10⌦, ✓ = 1.1⇡ and ⌧ = ⌧r/2. These are
the same parameters of simulation as Fig. 4(a) in the main
text. (top) The GHZ fidelity, as defined in Eq. (S44), reaches a
maximum at time Tg/4, which we see is strongly dependent on
system size. Furthermore, we see (middle) the fidelity of the
GHZ state preparation decays with system size. As a result,
the quantum Fisher information, quantifying the sensitivity
of the prepared state to an applied I field, does not exhibit
quadratic Heisenberg scaling, but instead in the regime of in-
terest appears best described by a linear scaling, indicating
the standard quantum limit. However, as we further increase
system size, this scaling may continue to change.

vicinity of ⌧ = 0, ⌧r only spatial ordering is present, while
the time translation symmetry remains intact.

IV. SIMULATION OF RYDBERG
HAMILTONIAN

A. Fidelity of GHZ state preparation

To quantify GHZ fidelity, we introduce a measure
which does not depend on the phase of the GHZ state.
Assume the quantum state is a pure state, and can be
written as | i = c0 |Z2i + c1 |Z 0

2i + .... The GHZ state
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Figure S6. Fourier transforms of staggered density hI(t)i, for (a) the pulsed model with PXP Hamiltonian, (b) pulsed model
with full Rydberg Hamiltonian, and (c) finite-width pulses with full Rydberg Hamiltonian. The subharmonic locking, and
emergent beating timescale are very pronounced in the ideal model. However, the signatures near ✓ = ⇡ are robust, and survive
for the Rydberg Hamiltonian, even with finite-width pulses which more closely resembles the experiment [5]. Notice in (b)
the subharmonic response disappears in a small region around ✓ ⇡ ⇡. We interpret this as occurring because the gap, set
by ✏ = ⇡ � ✓, is insu�ciently small to protect against perturbations coming from perturbations to the ideal model. In (c),
notice the significant o↵set of the line that corresponds to the beating timescale (labeled as 1/Tb) from ✓ = ⇡ as ! ! 0. This
large o↵set can be attributed to additional contributions to the e↵ective Hamiltonian, introduced by finite-width pulses, see
Eq. (S45). Finally, notice that for the full Ryderbg Hamiltonian, the dynamics are not equivalent under ✓ ! �✓. Data in (a)
is for ⌧ = 0.56⌧r, (b) corresponds to ⌧ = 0.56⌧r, (c) uses ⌧ = 0.5⌧r with pulse width ⌧p = 0.3⌧ . The system size is L = 24
in (a) where we use constrained Hilbert space, whereas L = 14 for panels (b-c) where the full 2L-dimensional Hilbert space is
considered.

fidelity we compute in Fig. S5 is

F =
1

2
(|c0|2 + |c1|2 + 2|c⇤

0c1|). (S44)

When this fidelity F > 0.5, the state is verifiably entan-
gled [12].

To understand the utility of this state preparation for
metrology, we also compute the quanum Fisher informa-
tion (QFI), with respect to the observable I. Since we fo-
cus on pure states, this is simply four times the variance
of the observable, QFI = 4h(�I)2i. In the ideal case,
where a GHZ state is prepared, the QFI scales quadrat-
ically with the system size. This is known as Heisenberg
limit scaling.

However, the Rydberg Hamiltonian is a signficant per-
turbation away from the ideal pulsed model. Therefore,
the groundstate of HF is only perturbatively close to
|Z2i , |Z 0

2i. As a result, we see the fidelity of GHZ state
preparation drops noticeably with increasing system size.
Indeed, we expect the fidelity to decay exponentially with
system size, as typical for many-body overlap between
two quantum states. Furthermore, instead of Heisenberg
limit scaling, the QFI exhibits a linear dependence, indi-
cating standard quantum limit scaling.

These preliminary results suggest that additional de-
velopments will be required before the time-crystalline
behavior described here can be used to prepare metro-
logically useful states in experiments. Nevertheless, our
results clearly show that for moderate system sizes, the

quench dynamics reliably produce states with large over-
lap with GHZ states.

B. Emergent timescales for finite duration of
detuning pulses

Finally, we consider an additional deformation of the
pulsed driving, by applying the N pulse over a finite
period of time. Specifically, we use the following time-
dependent Hamiltonian

H(t) =

8
><

>:

HRy + ✓N for n⌧ < t  n⌧ + ⌧p/2

HRy for n⌧ + ⌧p/2 < t  (n + 1)⌧ � ⌧p/2

HRy + ✓N for (n + 1)⌧ � ⌧p/2 < t  (n + 1)⌧

,

(S45)
where n = 1, 2, . . . is a positive integer that corresponds
to the current driving period. The system evolves with
Rydberg Hamiltonian at all times, though for a time ⌧p it
has an extra contribution from operator N . This driving
profile is a better approximation for the cosine driving
used in Ref. [5]. Remarkably, we see in Fig. S6 that
despite additional contributions to the e↵ective Hamilto-
nian HF coming from non-commutation of N and HRy,
the subharmonic timescale Ts and beating timescale Tb

are still clearly visible. Furthermore, Tb still exhibits lin-
ear dependence on ✓0 � ✓, although the base point ✓0 is
no longer centered at ✓0 = ⇡.
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